Juan Ruiz de Alarcón's

The Proof of the Promise
(1618)

World Premiere Verse Translation by Dakin Matthews
Directed by Anne McNaughton

CAST OF CHARACTERS

Don Illán ......................... Bert Rosario
Blanca .......................... Karen Stone
Lucía ............................. Amy Tolsky
Don Juan de Ribera ........... Bill Mendieta
Tristán .......................... John Apicella
Don Enrique de Vargas ...... Scott Allegrucci
Chacón .......................... Terry Evans
Musician ......................... Carl Smith

TIME
The early 1600s

PLACE
Spain, the city of Toledo, in the house of Don Illán

There will be one 15-minute intermission between Acts II and III.

The Secret Rose Theatre
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 2002